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Use a single word from the work bank to replace the phrase which is 
underlined.

1. I could not find my pen in any of the places where I looked.

2. The announcement was spoken over the radio last night.

3. I looked at the chart which shows all the dates in the year.

4. Our bookcase was repaired by the man who makes wooden furniture.

5. The man who had committed the crime was sent to prison.

6. Our neighbour went to live in a small house in the country.

7. The removal men took all the chairs, tables and cupboards out of the room.

8. It took the farmer and his men nearly two weeks to complete the gathering of the 

     food crops.

9. We were shown round the workshops by the man in charge of the factory.

10. We spent the day gathering apples in the place where fruit trees grow.

11. We waited outside the place where the royal family lives to see whether we could 

     catch a glimpse of the Queen.

12. The convict was taken in a black police van to the place where criminals are kept   

       locked up.
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umbrella, carpenter, foreman, calendar, broadcast,
furniture, insects, cottage, harvest, prison,
criminal, scientist, orchard, anywhere, palace
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13. There are often a lot of flies, ants, cockroaches and moths around in summer. 

14. The new invention was made by a man who studies science.

15. When the shower began the lady put up her device for keeping the rain off.

The answers are:
1. I could not find my pen anywhere

2. The announcement was broadcast last night.

3. I looked at the calendar.

4. Our bookcase was repaired by the carpenter.

5. The criminal was sent to prison.

6. Our neighbour went to live in a cottage.

7. The removal men took all the furniture out 
of the room.

8. It took the farmer and his men nearly two weeks to complete the harvest.

9. We were shown round the workshops by the foreman of the factory.

10. We spent the day gathering apples in the orchard.

11. We waited outside palace to see whether we could catch a glimpse of the 
Queen.

12. The convict was taken in a black police van to the prison.

13. There are often a lot of insects around in summer. 

14. The new invention was made by a scientist.

15. When the shower began the lady put up her umbrella.
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